
WEIBEL’s Counter Drone Surveillance radar, MFSR-2100/33, is a FMCW digital ar-
ray 3D surveillance radar, specifically designed for the mitigation of the upcoming  
challenge posed by the proliferation of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS).
It provides UAS situational awareness including azimuth, range, elevation, velocity 
data and tracking information to Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) systems 
and C2 operator systems.

Counter Drone  
Surveillance Radar

For Critical Infrastructure Protection



Building on Weibel’s proven expertise with X-Band FMCW/CW sensor systems, the new-generation MFSR-2100/33 
is developed for high-performance FMCW 3D Digital-Array Surveillance. The MFSR-2100/33 Surveillance 
Radar is specifically designed to meet the challenging requirements necessary for successful detection, 
tracking and classification of Low, Slow and Small (LSS) targets such as UAV and UAS. 

The MFSR-2100/33 will detect, classify and track all targets-of-Interest within the full surveillance-volume. 
Track Data (3D Position and Velocity) generated from these targets is reported to interface partners at a 
high data-rate and with minimal latency.

In this way, the MFSR-2100/33 data provides the necessary surveillance information to support a full and 
exhaustive situational awareness suitable for operator tactical-processing and decision-making. 

The MFSR-2100/33 provides high performance 3D detection, tracking and classification with minimal 
false-track reports, by combining FMCW and CW Digital-Array wave-forms, coupled with advanced Dy-
namic Clutter-mapping and MTI-D processing.
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Drones pose an ever increasing threat to critical infrastructure.

Model MFSR-2100/33

Transmit Power 60W / 240W

Detection Range 4 km / 8 km

Elevation Coverage 30°

Antenna Type Multiple feeding micro-strip sub-arrays solid state GaN

Processing Technology Digital-Array Synthetic-Beamforming

Duty Cycle 100%

Frequency X-Band 

Beamforming One Programmable Tx Beam, Multiple Synthetic Rx Beams

Transmission Modes FMCW-CW, MFCW-CW

RF Bandwidth 400 MHz

Rotation Rate 0 - 60 rpm

Instrumented Range 50 km

Operational Profiles 16

Sector Blanking / Inhibit Zones 10

Polarization Horizontal

Power Input 28 VDC 110 / 220 VAC

Digital Data Interfaces ASTERIX

External Interfaces Gigabit Ethernet

SPECIFICATION



ABOUT WEIBEL SCIENTIFIC
Danish Weibel Scientific is the global leader in the market for advanced Doppler radar systems. For more than 40 years, 
we have sold cutting-edge radars around the world for use in space, aerospace, defense and missile defense systems. 
We have delivered more than 4,500 radars to more than 40 countries, and our radars have secured safety for NASA 
astronauts since 2005. As a key-approach to ensuring high-quality Logistics-Support, Weibel designs and builds
all critical units in-house. In-house design and manufacturing means that with the exception of standard components, 
Weibel are independent of Sub-Suppliers for the manufacturing of both Prime Equipment and Spares. In this way,
we are able to offer a fast and guaranteed through-life Support to our Users. Likewise, Weibel is able to propose, design
and supply optimised upgrade solutions to existing systems.

Read more at www.weibel.dk    
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The Counter Drone Surveillance Radar is a specifically designed response to the growing challenge from the 
proliferation of UAVs. Highlighted features of the radar include:

•  Detect and track RCS 0.01m2 LSS targets out to at least 8 km
•  360 degree volume-surveillance with 30 degree elevation coverage
•  Classification of all Target-types, and in particular LSS
•  Very low False-Track Rate
•  Robust performance and accuracy through use of X-Band
•  Advanced clutter suppression through use of latest 3D Digital-Array Synthetic-Beamforming technology
•  High reliability with graceful degradation through multiple Transmit and Receive modules
•  Simple integration with Control systems through use of Ethernet and standard ASTERIX interfacing

Border protection is an example of critical infrastructure where counter drone surveillance radars are highly relevant


